PROGRAMME
STRUCTURE
EXECUTIVE ENGLISH
̥̥

and

CORE ENGLISH

include:

12-week programme
̥̥ 8 weeks’ online study
16x 45-minute group sessions (2 per week)
8x 30-minute private sessions (1 per week)
̥̥

2 weeks’ full immersion and study in your chosen destination
40x 45-minute classroom-based lessons (20 per week)
Free additional language workshops
Full access to varied social and cultural activity calendar

̥̥

2 weeks’ online post-immersion
Network with other Fusion alumni
Option to purchase additional virtual tutoring sessions

̥̥

52 weeks’ access to the Fusion platform with continually updated content

̥̥

Benchmarked assessment four times throughout the year

̥̥

Fully flexible scheduling and choice of teachers

̥̥

Additional virtual tutoring sessions available to purchase throughout the year

̥̥

Academic Experience Manager to support your journey

̥̥

Study Plan so you know what to expect at each stage

̥̥

Guarantee of progress by at least one EC language level after 52 weeks

̥̥

Final level certificate to validate your achievement

EXECUTIVE ENGLISH

also includes:

̥̥

Targeted professional themes and contexts, developed throughout the programme

̥̥

Practical application of business English skills, through specialised activities

̥̥

Engagement with native speakers in the business and local communities

LEARN

ACTIVATE

ACHIEVE

ONLINE - 8 weeks

STUDY ABROAD - 2 weeks

ONLINE - 2 weeks

COMPONENTS
1. DIGITAL LEARNING

2. FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING

Our powerful online platform is at the heart of the Fusion
experience. This will be your digital classroom as you study,
interact and progress towards fluency. Its features:

You will be accompanied and supported by real people
throughout your journey with us, to keep you engaged and
activate your language skills in authentic situations. Here’s how:

LEARN ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
You can easily access the platform anytime from your phone,
computer or any internet-connected device. Your progress is
synced and saved everywhere.

FULL IMMERSION IN THE DESTINATION OF YOUR CHOICE
While the language acquisition takes place during the online
stage, you will apply and activate this learning during the Full
Immersion stage, by interacting with the communities within
your chosen destination.

SMART, ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
The system adapts and teaches you according to your language
level and ongoing personal performance.
ENGAGING, AUTHENTIC CONTENT
Content is updated daily from the real world, including news
articles from top publishers, photos, videos, conversations,
popular music and more. Learn the authentic language that
native speakers use every day.
WIDE CHOICE OF THEMES
Learning on the Fusion platform is highly effective and
intrinsically motivating, as you learn within subjects that are
relevant to you and your interests.
VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES
Each unit is made up of a series of lessons, accompanied by
various activities that help you practise each skill. You will gain
a rounded understanding of the language, while remaining
engaged and motivated.
GRAMMAR GUIDE
This easy-to-use section gives simple descriptions and examples
of grammar concepts. If you are lacking in confidence in any area
of grammar, you can also review as much as you want here.
WORD BANK
All of your new vocabulary is stored here. For every new word or
phrase you come across, you can view the definition and part of
speech, see an example and listen to the pronunciation.
REAL-TIME INTERACTION
Fusion offers a smooth platform for live face-to-face interaction.
Schedule your own sessions with ease, and practise your
conversation skills with teachers and other students in comfort,
no matter where you are in the world.
PREPARATION FOR STUDY ABROAD
To prepare you for your Full Immersion experience, special
online sessions will introduce you to your chosen destination
and the EC staff you will meet there.
LIVE PROGRESS TRACKING
You will have access to metrics throughout, giving detailed
insight into how you are performing in grammar, vocabulary,
listening, writing and reading. Use this information to guide
your self-study, and ask your tutor to focus on these areas too.
OFFICIAL ASSESSMENT TESTS
These will test your grammar, reading, listening and speaking
skills, and will diagnose where you need to focus and practise
most. You will be assessed four times throughout your journey:
at the start, before the Full Immersion stage, at the completion of
the 12-week programme, and towards the end of the 52 weeks.

During this period, you will benefit from a total of 30 hours of
face-to-face classroom learning, and you will meet and network
with students from around the world.
You will also have full access to a varied social and cultural
activity programme, as well as free language workshops that
also take place outside of classroom hours.
If you choose our Executive English programme, you will also
be guided through a highly targeted experience during this
time, including authentic interaction within the local business
community, to complement your classroom study.
You may choose to book EC student accommodation, which
would provide you with more opportunity to practise your
language skills with other like-minded students.
VIRTUAL TUTORING
In the eight weeks leading up to your Full Immersion experience,
you will have two 45-minute group sessions per week, with other
students from the same level, programme and destination.
Ahead of each session you will be directed to specific online
lessons to complete, which will provide the theme. The
sessions are led by an EC teacher and are conversation-based
to focus on your speaking skills.
During the first eight weeks of the programme, you will also
have a 30-minute one-to-one session with an EC teacher of
your choice each week.
You may focus this private time on anything you would like
help with. When you have chosen your teacher, just send them
a note along with your booking. You will also receive personal
feedback after your session.
You may purchase additional virtual tutoring to supplement
your learning.
YOUR STUDENT GROUP
You will be placed in a group with other Fusion students of the
same language level as you, who will also be studying abroad in
the same destination.
You and your student group will go through your learning
journey together. You will have the opportunity to meet the
students who you studied with online in the Full Immersion
stage of your course.
After the Full Immersion stage, you can keep in touch with
other Fusion alumni, reflect and share your experiences together.
EC STAFF AND TUTORS
All our teachers are highly qualified and specifically trained.
Read through the profiles online and choose the teacher whose
specialisms and availability suit you.
From booking to completion, your Academic Experience
Manager will be on hand to answer any questions you may have
and support you on your Fusion journey.

